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Peaceful Revolution is a Contradiction 
Based on the two previous essays, what should we be doing, now, about achieving the goal of open 

access to all scholarly research? I confess that approaching this subject has been difficult and I have 

done it only with a great deal of thought and trepidation. My conclusion is that we have basically 

been doing this the wrong way – treating open access as an item of plateau scholarship, amenable to 

rational discussion -- rather than what we should have been doing – treating open access as a 

scholarly revolution where passions run high. We have also been addressing the wrong audiences. 

 I take some confirmation for this view from the preference by many librarians and research 

managers for the Gold Road to open access. The business model for OA journals is definitely the 

stuff of a desired revolution. On top of this, as yet another pointer, there is the oft-repeated and 

often barely suppressed desire to escape from the journal subscription crisis. Once again, this 

conjures up thoughts of revolutionary tactics and a scholarly revolution. 

Puzzles vs Crisis 
Plateau scholarship is not free of puzzles and things that don’t fit quite into the accepted paradigm. 

How could it be otherwise? The puzzles are what the scholars tackle and endeavour to fit into the 

paradigm. Usually they succeed, and the paradigm is extended by whatever it takes to encompass 

the solution to the puzzle. Sometimes the puzzle does not lend itself to such attack, and it remains a 

puzzle or a partial puzzle. The scholars may keep worrying at it, or may relegate the puzzle to a 

difficult category, to be tackled later when resources or future knowledge permit. The existence of 

puzzles is not the cause of a crisis leading to a revolution. Rather, what happens is that the theory or 

practice is increasingly elaborated to try to accommodate each new recalcitrant puzzle as they are 

found. (BTW, this section owes a lot to Thomas Kuhn1, though I have stretched the concept of a 

scientific revolution extremely far to take in the dissemination paradigms.) 

 In the case of scholarly publishing, one can see the signs of this increasing ad hoc 

elaboration. On the publishers’ side, it shows in the various forms of hybrid open access, in more 

and more complex statements about copyright and the rights of authors, and in increasingly shrill 

statements that open access means the death of scholarly quality control and dissemination.  

 On the institutional side we see more and more caveats regarding copyright, mandatory 

deposit, discipline vs institutional repositories, etc. Some institutions retreat from their original 

mandate, and others change to expound the virtues of open access (Gold) journals. 

 The signs of a looming crisis are not always easy to discern. The complexity of the ad hoc 

measures is one symptom, but in a few other revolutions it has simply been the length of time the 

old paradigm has been in operation. Copernicus alluded to this, scathingly remarking that the 

Ptolemaic epicycles managed to disguise that the year was stable! However, the predictive power of 

                                                           
1
 The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Thomas S Kuhn. 1947. 
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Ptolemy’s astronomical theory as elaborated was far, far superior to the competitive heliocentric 

theory, due to its extensive massaging and tweaking. Only later did the heliocentric view catch up, 

predictively. 

 I believe it is clear that scholarly publishing has reached such a crisis, whereas it had not in 

previous years. But then we reach the second absolute prerequisite for a scholarly revolution: one 

never abandons a paradigm without something to put in its place. It is absolutely essential to 

transfer between paradigms – abandoning an old paradigm is otherwise pointless. Anarchy follows. 

There must be something to put in the place of the old paradigm! But what is the replacement 

paradigm for open access? Both the Gold Road and the Green Road appear to have fatal flaws, and 

have been tried and tested for years without coming up with the goods in persuasive effect. Even 

another ten years seem unlikely to make much change. The Gold and Green Roads are not the 

solution, even though they may contribute to it. 

The Internet Revolution 
I closed the last essay with a teaser – why wasn’t the Internet there? My reasoning was strongly 

influenced by my view that we are still actually in the midst of the Internet Revolution. I cannot talk 

about it objectively as an historical event. Besides, the Internet Revolution, in my mind, is closely 

bound up with what the open access movement should now be doing. What we have been doing 

may well be seen in hindsight as premature, but will also be seen as setting the scene for a future 

wholescale change in the way scholarship (including science) is disseminated. 

 This may seem obscure – hasn’t the Internet revolutionized the world already?  Well, no. I 

was using a precursor of the Internet 30 years ago, and sending emails around the world through an 

Australian ACSNet and the US ARPANet. We spanned the Pacific Ocean through a disused satellite 

over Hawai’i. Email is certainly not new. However it took increasing penetration of the Internet into 

business and later homes to make email as ubiquitous as it now is. Indeed I still remember the 

furore I created in the University of Tasmania when in 1994 I proposed to allocate every person in 

the University a unique employment-lifetime email address, without any machine identifying 

domains (such as FirstName.FamilyName@ubiquitas.utas.edu.au) and without any department 

identifier (eg  FirstName.FamilyName@maths.utas.edu.au). Henceforth everyone would be emailed 

as  FirstName.FamilyName@utas.edu.au regardless of whether their computer was replaced, what it 

was called, or they moved departments, or their department was merged/split/renamed. Only 

twenty persons in the University had conflicting names, with the worst being ‘Robert.White’ (5 

examples). We could cope with that number of handcrafted solutions. There was a huge outcry, but 

later I was gratified to find many, many people coming to me and saying ‘You were right’. 

 So now the University of Tasmania conducts most of its business by email. So does my bank. 

But that does not make the Internet revolution. For that we had to wait to the last few years. 

People are persons first 

After having retired in 1999, I was asked back to give a graduate course of my choice. I called it 

‘Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing’.  I saw a problem: computer scientists tend to see desktop 

computers chained to the wall (power, Internet) as the pinnacle of computing, whereas they are in 

reality unnatural and the total pits. This is not quite the case now as laptops have made a small 

excursion into the computer science world, but laptops are only intermittently mobile. They are 

more a portable chained-to-the-wall computer. No, the change had to wait for phone technology to 
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catch up. The iPhone, Android software, Kindle and iPad really begin to address what it means to be 

a mobile, active person. They provide reasonable high speed computer access to a person on the 

move, wherever they may be. Surprisingly, many people have not caught on yet, that the revolution 

that the Internet promised is only just being delivered. For example the Australian Government is 

squandering billions to bring optical fibre to the home of 95% of the population through the NBN 

(National Broadband Network). While this will provide video capacity to the home, and more 

importantly to medical practices, this is hardly a revolution. My university has had such capability for 

over ten years. It is just an extension to the masses. 

 My message is that people are persons first (not masses), and most persons are mobile. Not 

only are they day-to-day mobile (important enough in itself) but they are also mobile in 

employment. Symptomatic of the ignorance of institutional research managers to this fact is that a 

topic of much concern to some repository managers is just exactly what research publications should 

they let into their institutional repository? Those that the researcher wrote while in the university’s 

employ?  Should that include those written elsewhere but published while in the university’s 

employ? Heaven forbid that it should include their prior publications, and as to those they write 

after going elsewhere, forget it.  

 What stupidity! Have any of them talked to a researcher? Of course, one of the problems 

(and the Green Road is solidly infected with this disease) the researcher could not care two stuffs 

about any of their concerns. They want their whole corpus available, preferably in one place. That is 

why they try to bring their prior publications with them when they change jobs. 

The Titanium Road summarized 

Let me anticipate the arguments that I shall marshal in the next few sections. The Gold Road puts 

the onus on publishers to provide open access. The Green Road puts the onus on the research 

institutions (and as proxies their research managers) or funding agencies. The proposition that I want 

to address here puts the onus on the researcher himself or herself. I have called it the Titanium 

Road, because it is lightweight, and because it could be highly effective. Titanium is a light metal 

(atomic number 22), is highly corrosion-resistant2, is used in jewellery, has the highest strength: 

weight ratio3 of any metal, is widely available in the Earth’s crust4, and alloys easily5 with many other 

metals. 

 The basic proposition is that it is researchers themselves that are the initiators and 

consumers of open access, and that the Internet and modern devices have matured to the state 

that: 

1. An app (short for ‘application’) can be written that provides a researcher’s primary 

corpus/blog, in a somewhat similar way to Facebook. The app is to the researcher an 

indispensable concomitant with being a researcher. This app does not yet exist in full though 

Mendeley is a start in this direction. 

2. The app is designed to run on a mobile device (for example an iPad) but can run on a 

traditional chained-to-the-wall computer. 

3. The storage of the researcher’s corpus/blog resides in the cloud. 

                                                           
2
 It forms a passive surface coating which develops from 1 nm to 25 nm thick after a few years. 

3
 Strength similar to that of steel, but lighter. 

4
 Ninth most common element, 0.63% of Earth’s crust. 

5
 Including alloys with copper (as the representative metal for green) and gold (used in dentistry). 
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What does a Titanium blog do? 

It is hard to summarize all the features that a Titanium blog incorporates, but the following are some 

of them. We need to do a careful study of this and how it translates across disciplines. 

 Every indication is that all researchers keep a copy of all their publications. In the past this 

has been in a paper file, usually of the final form produced by the publisher (the Version-of-

Record), and liable to being lost. The Titanium Road substitutes for the paper-based 

collection by a file collection of the same data in the cloud. 

 The file collection is always available to the researcher, wherever the researcher may be, 

and whenever they travel. It only requires that an Internet-capable computer be available. 

Experience shows that for many researchers this is a vital part of what they like to see from a 

repository: a weightless library of their works accessible to them when they travel. 

 The file collection is also safe against moving employment, or multiple concurrent 

employment. It adapts seamlessly. 

 Like a blog or Facebook page, the collection forms part of the researcher’s corpus of work. 

For example it can include a PhD thesis, unpublished work, government reports, newspaper 

clippings, grants received, etc. 

 If the app is well-written and incorporates all the features a researcher wants, it is quite 

possible for it to achieve close to a 100% adoption. Few researchers want to lose their 

corpus of work, and practically all are nowadays computer-literate and frequent computer 

users. 

 There is strong evidence that researchers are not interested in copyright. Before publication, 

this lack of interest expresses itself as angst to not compromise their chances of being 

published in their journal6 of choice. This is why researchers are so willing to sign completely 

inappropriate publisher agreements. After publication, they could not care less and give 

away what they see as ‘their’ paper freely.7 

 There is strong evidence that researchers do not see publisher ‘improvements’ (like spelling, 

grammar, presentation, etc) nor the incorporation of reviewer comments as changing the 

essential nature of an article as the property of the joint authors. 

 There is no essential barrier to a gateway harvesting metadata from one-person 

repositories, as that is what the Titanium Road assumes. Using the flat html form as a lowest 

common denominator, this is what Google and other search engines already do. The only 

barriers are: 

o If each author in a co-authored work deposits a copy of an article is his or her 

Titanium corpus, the gateway has to be able to resolve the question of duplication. 

This is not difficult, and Google Scholar does this already, as does PoP.8 

o There are many more researchers in the world as compared to the number of 

institutions, and the number grows steadily. Harvesting becomes a wider, bigger 

task.  

o Techniques will need to be developed to identify and flag dead researchers – their 

records must survive, but shortly become fixed (after posthumous publication). 

                                                           
6
 There is strong evidence that journals are still perceived as the dominant paradigm for dissemination. 

7
 Partly this is the origin of the reprint code, but it is more pervasive and universal than that. 

8
 Publish or Perish, http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm.  

http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm
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o Each Titanium corpus must be able to register itself as such an entity, and be subject 

to verification. 

 Note that the Titanium corpus solution automatically solves the disambiguation issue of two 

researchers with the same name. Indeed, and it is regarded as an excellent design where this 

happens: the problem is not even recognized as a problem – it simply does not arise. 

 Each article can be associated with a quality measure computed at retrieval time. This can 

use any of the features of bibliometrics, and for example incorporate things like journal 

impact factors, an author quality measure, association with quality universities, citation-type 

measures, discipline-specific measures, etc. Being able to examine a quality measure can be 

valuable in a universal search process. 

The lessons of Arxiv and other repositories 
The Titanium Road suggests that the open access community might have been mis-reading the 

success of subject-based repositories such as Arxiv and RepEc. True, Arxiv did start off in a discipline 

where a reprint/preprint culture was common, and it did substitute for the paper-based postal 

service by an electronic repository, but perhaps it also recognizes that researchers change fields 

much less often than they change employment. People do not deposit in Arxiv in accordance with a 

mandate, or in order to enhance the reputation of the Arxiv server. Rather they are contributing 

their corpus of work into the cloud (as much as was possible when Arxiv was born), and inviting 

comment. The discipline imperative is itself still rather weak. 

 Notice that computer science tended to also be a leader in open access, but researchers 

tended to add their works to their websites (personal, but usually on an institutional server). 

Personal or research group websites are a crude form of what I am writing about, as a researcher’s 

corpus (think of an public extended curriculum vitæ or cv). 

Quality Control = Peer Review? 
There is space enough to touch on a few unintended and quirky consequences. Firstly let me deal 

with peer review and journals. Researchers use journals as a source of peer review, which is primary 

form of validation for scholarly research. This will continue along the Titanium Road, despite the 

increasingly obsolete nature of the ‘journal’ as a regularly published compendium.  

 However, other options open up. Since the concept of a paper (regularly printed and 

published) journal is distinctly passé, suppose a scholarly society, or a publisher, set up shop as a 

peer-reviewer. The operator published no journal, in paper or on the Internet, but issued 

incontrovertible certificates that the paper had been peer-reviewed, edited, and was of a 

publishable standard. The existence of the review certificate was verifiable, and associated with the 

Version of Record. Why not? We have security certificates on the Internet that are stronger than 

journal imprimaturs9. 

 The publishing industry has been reduced to impotence in such cases. One has to ask how 

such a service could be funded, and this is a superficial problem. It could be funded by a government 

(say with respect to Turkmenistan heritage) or by a scholarly society (for example in Astrophysics). It 

could be funded by an author-side fee (like some Gold journals but a lot lower) or it could even at a 

                                                           
9
 Imprimatur = an official endorsement of a ‘book’, typically by the Catholic Church, but why not an article? See 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imprimatur for more information. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imprimatur
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stretch be funded by a toll-access to the certificate (subscription). All I can say is that ‘publishing’ is 

not part of the model, and why should it be? Mere convenience, that’s all, but what does that cost? 

Unpublished articles 
 However, even further options offer themselves. After my retirement, and even before, my 

interest in being ‘published’ diminished. What I had to say and write didn’t  diminish in interest or 

importance, but I was less and less interested in getting something to add to my cv. I was just trying 

to contribute to society. What I wrote often went into an institutional repository as ‘unpublished’, 

and it relied on my authority as to what it was worth.  

 Other people have noticed this phenomenon and unpublished literature is quite common, 

albeit regarded with suspicion. There is no need of the suspicion, rather a justifiable need to 

recognise the authority of the author. Armed with this insight I looked to my on publishing record, 

and discovered that my most downloaded ‘paper’ was in fact unpublished. I had written in 1975 on 

algorithms for producing via computer the irreducible (primitive) Pythagorean triads, such as (3,4,5), 

(5,12,13), (20,21,29), ... such that given (a,b,c), a2+b2=c2. This paper has (to date) been downloaded 

12773 times, yet it has never been published! Without going back to when the repository was 

established, here is the recent record for this unpublished article: 
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